Abstract. We extend the Lindeberg method for the central limit theorem to strongly mixing sequences. Here we obtain a generalization of the central limit theorem of Doukhan, Massart and Rio to nonstationary strongly mixing triangular arrays. The method also provides estimates of the L evy distance between the distribution of the normalized sum and the standard normal.
Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in the central limit theorem for strongly mixing and possibly nonstationary sequences of real-valued random variables. First let us recall some recent results for strongly mixing sequences, improving on the classical results of Ibragimov (1962) . In order to state these results, we need some more notation. with the convention that sup ; = 0. For any real-valued random variable X with distribution function F, we denote by Q X or Q F the inverse function of t ! IP(jXj > t). We set Q i = Q X i .
If (u n ) n 0 is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative real numbers, we denote by u(:) the cadlag rate function which is de ned by u(t) = u t] . Throughout the sequel, u ?1 denotes the inverse function of this rate function u(:).
It comes from Doukhan, Massart and Rio (1994) that the central limit theorem for strictly stationary sequences with strong mixing coe cients ( n ) n 0 holds under the integral condition When X 0 satis es the moment assumption IE(jX 0 j r ) < 1, condition (I.1) holds as soon as X n>0 n 2=(r?2) n < 1: (I:2) (I.2) improves on Ibragimov's condition P n>0 r=(r?2) n < 1. Moreover, from a paper of Bolthausen (1980) dealing with rates of convergence in the central limit theorem for Markov chains on a countable space, we believe that (I.2) cannot be improved for strongly mixing Markov chains. The aim of this paper is, rst to extend the central limit theorem for strongly mixing sequences to a central limit theorem for triangular arrays, and second to obtain rates of convergence in the central limit theorem. We refer the reader to Bergstr om (1972) , Krieger (1984) and Samur (1984) for the central limit theorem for -mixing triangular arrays with stationary rows and to Tikhomirov (1980) and G otze and Hipp (1983) for rates of convergence and asymptotic expansions in the central limit theorem for mixing sequences. Let us also mention the recent works of Peligrad and Utev (1994) and Peligrad (1995) , which improve the previous results for triangular arrays.
The proofs of central limit theorems for mixing sequences often are based either on Gordin's theorem (1969) see Hall and Heyde (1980) ] or on the Bernstein's method see Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) ]. Unfortunately the extension of these techniques to nonstationary sequences is quite delicate. So, in order to obtain central limit theorems for triangular arrays, we will adapt the Lindeberg method see Lindeberg 1922 ] to strongly mixing sequences. Up to our knowledge, the Lindeberg method was rst used in the setting of strongly mixing processes by Doukhan and Portal (1983a) see also Doukhan and Portal (1987) ]. They studied the rates of convergence in the multidimensional central limit theorem and extended some estimates of Yurinskii (1977) to mixing sequences. Next Doukhan, Le on and Portal (1984) and (1985) ] obtained some related results for Hilbert space valued stationary mixing random variables. This method has two main advantages: it leads to optimal conditions concerning the tail ditributions of the random variables and it gives precise estimates of the L evy distance between the distribution of the normalized sum and the standard normal distribution for stationary and strongly mixing sequences.
Let us now recall the Lindeberg central limit theorem for independent summands. Let (X in ) i2 1;n] be a triangular array of independent squareintegrable random variables with mean zero, normalized in such a way that Var(X 1n + + X nn ) = 1. Let S nn = X 1n + + X nn . Then S nn converges in distribution to a standard normal distribution if, for any positive ", In a recent note concerning moment inequalities for stationary strongly mixing sequences see Rio (1994) ], we prove that, for any p 2, the moment condition M p; (Q 0 
is su cient to imply a Rosenthal type inequality of order p see Rosenthal (1970) for these inequalities in the independent setting]. Hence we obtain a generalization of the classical moment inequalities by replacing Q 0 by ?1 (x=2)Q 0 (x) and the Lebesgue measure by the weighted measure dx= ?1 (x=2). Exactly in the same way, we will obtain a generalization of the Lindeberg condition to strongly mixing sequences by replacing Q X in by ?1 (x=2)Q X in and dx by dx= ?1 (x=2) in (I.3). Since the Lindeberg method provides estimates of the error between the characteristic function of the normalized sum and the characteristic function of the standard normal, we also obtain upper bounds on the L evy distance between the distributions functions in the stationary case, via Esseen's inequality (1945 denote the strong mixing coe cient introduced by Rosenblatt (1956) . The strong mixing coe cients ( n ) n>0 of the sequence (X i ) i2ZZ are de ned by n = sup k2ZZ (F k?n ; G k );
(1:2)
where F l = (X i : i l) and G l = (X i : i l). We make the convention that 0 = 1=4.
Throughout the section, Q is any nonincreasing function from 0; 1] into IR + such that Q sup i>0 Q i .
Let us recall some basic covariance inequalities for strongly mixing sequences, improving on the covariance inequalities of Davydov (1968) . By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Rio (1993) , the following upper bounds on the variance of the partial sums of strongly mixing sequences hold. Proposition 1. Let (X i ) i2ZZ be a sequence of real-valued random variables with nite variance and mean zero. Let the strong mixing coe cients ( n ) n 0 be de ned by 0 = 1=4 and n = sup k2ZZ (F k?n ; (X k )) for any positive n. Then, for any integers s and t such that s < t, j Cov(X s ; X t )j 2 (1:4) Hence, if (X i ) i2ZZ is strictly stationary, the series (1:6)
Consequently some upper bounds on these mixing coe cients would be of interest.
(i) is a result generalizing Lindeberg's one see Lindeberg (1922) ] to strongly mixing sequences. So, our main application of (i) is the following central limit theorem for strongly mixing triangular arrays. Corollary 1. Let (X in ) n>0;i2 1;n] be a double array of real-valued random variables with nite variance and mean zero. Let ( k;n ) k 0 be the sequence of strong mixing coe cients of the sequence (X in ) i2 1;n] and ?1 (n) be the inverse function of the the associated mixing rate function. We set S in = X 1n + + X in and V i;n = Var S in :
Suppose furthermore that lim sup
(V i;n =V n;n ) < 1:
Let Q i;n = Q X in . Then S nn converges to the standard normal distribution
as n tends to 1.
Remark 2. Note that k;n = 0 for amy k n, which implies that This inequality ensures that Corollary 1(a) is equivalent to lim inf n V n;n > 0. as n ! 1, where ?1 stands for the inverse function of the strong mixing rate function of ( i ) i2ZZ . Since max i2 1;n] ja in j tends to zero as n ! 1, Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem lets us prove that the above expression converges to zero. Hence the CLT for S nn holds, which generalizes (c) of Theorem 2.2 of Peligrad and Utev (1994) .
Let us now give some applications of Theorem 1(ii) to Berry-Esseen type estimates. Let the class of two times di erentiable Orlicz functions be de ned by : Cov(X 0 ; X t ) 6 = 0;
(1:8) the central limit theorem holds see Doukhan, Massart and Rio (1994) ].
More precisely S n = p n converges to a standard normal distribution. We then get the following estimates of the L evy distance for partial sums of a stationary sequence as a by-product of Theorem 1(ii). Remark 2. Note that the moment condition M 2+ ; (Q) < 1 is stronger than (1.9). Moreover it comes from the lower bouds of Tikhomirov (1980) that ( (log x) p , Theorem 2(iii) yields n = O((log n) ?p ) under the condition P n>0 (log n) p n < 1. Note that the loss between this condition and Ibragimov's condition for the central limit theorem P n>0 n < 1 see Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) Under this mixing condition, Theorem 2(ii) yields n = O(n ?1=3 ). However, Bolthausen (1980 and 1982) For geometric rates of mixing, the condition IE(X 2 (log + jXj) p ) < 1 is equivalent to the condition M ; (Q) < 1 of (iii) with (
(In the weak dependence setting, v k may fail to be nonnegative). We set
The main step of the proof of Theorem 1 is the following upper bound for 1;k . Proposition 2. Let (X i ) i2ZZ be a sequence of real-valued random variables with nite variance and mean zero. Suppose that X i = 0 a.s. for any i 0.
Let the sequence ( n ) n 0 of strong mixing coe cients of (X i ) i2ZZ be de ned by (1.6). Let u be any real in 0; 1=2] and p = ?1 (u=2). We set We start by the proof of (a). By the Taylor integral formula,
The rst term on right hand is bounded up by b 2 jX k (X k ? X k )j=2. Moreover j X k j: 
Since j? k;i j b 3 jX k?i j, it follows from Proposition 1(a) applied to X = ? k;i and Y = X k X k that j Cov(? k;i ; X k X k )j 2b 3
Noting that 2 p u, we also get that j Cov(f 00 (S k?p 
Hence 1 2 j Cov(f 00 (S k?1 ); X k X k )j
which together with (2.5) and (2.4) implies that
(2:7)
It remains to give an estimate of the expectation of f 0 (S k?1 )X k . Clearly
Cov(f 0 (S k?i ) ? f 0 (S k?i?1 ); X k ):
(2:8)
In order to estimate the terms in (2.8), we need the following general principle, due to Fr echet (1951, 1957) and Bass (1955) . However, the proof uses the same arguments in the general case. Let us also state the following by-products of Lemma 1, which will be used later on : with the same notations as in Lemma 1, Proof of (2.9). Let U be a random variable uniformly distributed on 0; 1]. Then, for any nonnegative r.v. T, Q T (U) has the same distribution as T. Consequently, by Lemma A1 of Berkes and Philipp (1979) , one can construct random variables T 1 ; :::; T m on another probability space such that: (T 1 T 2 ; T 3 ; : : :; T m ) has the same distribution as (Q Z 1 Z 2 (U); Q Z 3 (U); : : :) and (T 1 ; T 2 ) has the same law as (Z 1 ; Z 2 ). So, by Lemma 1, we have (because IE( X k ) = IE( X k ? X k ) and u < 2 i ).
As a second step, we bound up j Cov(f 00 (S k?2i ); X k?i X k )j. Clearly f 00 (S k?2i ) = 
It remains to bound up
We rst note that, by Proposition 1(a), Next, noting that u < 2 i for all i < p and applying Lemma 1, we get that
(2:19)
In order to bound up the last term, we still write
Both this decomposition, Lemma 1 and (2.9a) then yield : Now, appying (2.31) and arguing as in the proof of (2.32), we get: Throughout, the letter C is used to denote a constant (depending on the parameters) whose value may change from line to line. Proof of Theorem 2. We start by replacing the initial random variables by three independent blocks each of length n=3. In order to give an estimate of the nearness of the characteristic functions, we will prove the following lemma. where Q X is de ned exactly as in Proposition 1 (to prove this fact, note that the quantile functions of the imaginary part and the real part of X are less than Q X and apply Proposition 1(a) to each of the components of the product). The above inequality and (3. Together with (3.1), it implies Lemma 2.
t u Now let us divide n by 3 : n = 3m + r for some r in f0; 1; 2g. Set ' n;1 = ' m ; ' n;2 (t) = IE e it(S 2m ?S m ) ; ' n;3 (t) = IE e it(S n ?S 2m ) : (3:5) By Lemma 2 applied twice,
' n;i (t)j 32tM 3; (Q; jtj): where C is some positive constant depending only on . Let V = P 3 i=1 n;i (note that V n 2 =2 for n large enough). (3.6) and (3.11) let us show that and standard calculations on the Gaussian distribution function. Now r V n 2 ? 1 1 n 2 jV ? n is that they give the right bound for integrated moments of nonparametric estimations (see for example Doukhan and Portal (1983b) and Doukhan (1991) ). These inequalities improve the previous inequalities of Doukhan and Portal (1983b) , Utev (1985) and Yokoyama (1980) . We refer the reader to Doukhan (1994) for a detailed survey of the previous moment inequalities. In order to state these moment inequalities, we need some notations. If (x) = x r , we set M ; ;n (Q) = M r; ;n (Q). By contrast Theorem 1 in Rio (1994) holds for any r > 2. However, this theorem needs the stationarity and the more restrictive de nition (1.2) of the strong mixing coe cients.
Let us compare Theorem 3 and Theorem 1 in Rio (1994) with the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type inequalities of Yokohama (1980) . Some elementary calculations show that 
, i.e. = ?d
. for any x 0 and g(t; ?x) = g(t; x). Clearly the following equality holds: The relations (4.6), (4.9) and (4.18) imply then Theorem 3(b). To prove (c), we note that jv k j
